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Relevant Topics Related To Oedipus Rex: 

• unity of time—all the action in the play takes place during a single day. [Note: When 

characters recall events and actions that took place at an earlier time, unity of time still applies 

because the present moment is still a single day—recalling or remembering is not the same as 

the actual action or event taking place.] 

• unity of space—the play must take place in a single location—in front of the palace at Thebes. 

[Note: Again, actions that are recalled that took place in other locations, e.g., the place where 

three roads meet, are still being recalled in front of the palace at Thebes. 

• unity of action—everything that takes place, occurs, or is described, relates to a central 

overarching idea. No subplots; no unrelated patterns of diction, imagery, etc. Nothing that does 

not relate is included. 

• action over character—in classical tragedy, action is more important than character. 

Characters such as Oedipus are meant to represent universal man. Sophocles uses his 

characters in Oedipus for the sake of their actions. 

• mimesis—imitation of whole action that is complete, whole, and of a certain magnitude. 

Aristotle argues that classical tragedy provides an imitation of universal actions. For Aristotle, 

an ideal tragedy should work like a healthy organism where everything that takes place, occurs, 

or is described relates to the central idea (unity of action). 

• metaphor of a ball of string—Think of the ideal tragedy, the healthy organism, as a perfectly 

wound ball of string. We start with the problem as the end of the string. All the complications, 

the actions that reveal or develop the problem, extend out from the end of the string. So, if we 

roll the string into a ball (problem . . .complication . . . action . . . action . . . etc.,) we end up with 

a nice round ball of string with the other end of the string on top. Now, if we pull on the end of 

the string that is exposed, we can unwind or unravel the ball and end up right back at the 

problem that began it. Everything is connected along that ball of string. 

• healthy organism—Think of a healthy organism as a cell that can be drawn on the board in 

the form of a perfectly round circle (you may need to acknowledge that you know cells don’t 

really look like this). Now compare this healthy organism to an unhealthy organism or a cancer 
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cell. On the board next to the healthy cell, draw an asymmetrical roundish shape that includes 

strange protrusions. For Aristotle, the difference between Oedipus and Medea is the difference 

between a healthy organism and an unhealthy one. Oedipus is like the ball of string with 

everything neatly connected. Medea, on the other hand, ends with a deus ex machina, a 

protrusion that makes the organism unhealthy, a knot or aberration in the string that prevents 

it from unraveling perfectly as it should. 

• deus ex machina—literally, god in a machine. Aristotle explains the end of Medea as a deus 

ex machina. At the end of the play, Euripides has, in essence, painted Medea into a corner with 

no logical means of escape if, that is, he wishes to maintain the unity of the play. So, Medea 

utters a quick prayer and a chariot descends from the heavens to carry her away. Thus, a deus 

ex machina, a god in a machine or a chariot, ends the play. Aristotle viewed this as an unhealthy 

protrusion that infected the organism that is the play and negated any chance of unity of action 

in Medea. 

• chorus—in Greek tragedy the chorus comments, by speaking or singing in unison, on the 

action that is taking place in the play; at times, the leader of the chorus may have individual 

lines. 

• overview of the structure of Oedipus— 

o problem—a plague is on the city of Thebes 

o complications— Oedipus vows to save the city (just as he did before), and then 

multipleevents/actions, etc., depict Oedipus moving unknowingly toward his own 

destruction as he tries to get to the bottom of the problem 

o recognition—the change from ignorance to knowledge; the process by which Oedipus 

recognizes the truth regarding his own culpability 

o unraveling—after winding the ball of string from the problem through the 

complications, we pull the loose end on the outside end of the ball and as it unravels, 

we see how all the pieces—from the plague Oedipus is trying to end, back through his 

marriage to Iocaste after solving the riddle of the sphinx, to the original prophecy told to 

Laius—all fit neatly together 
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o reversal of situation—change by which action veers around to its opposite: Oedipus 

moves from being king to being an outcast; Oedipus moves from trying to locate the 

killer who brought on the plague to being that killer; paradoxically, Oedipus moves from 

being figuratively blind/literally sighted to being literally blind/figuratively sighted 

• relevant content terminology  

o purgation—welling up of and then release of emotion; cleansing [Note: Think of how 

you feel after watching a particularly sad movie, one that requires a tissue or two for the 

tears and sniffles. You experience this welling up of emotion vicariously by empathizing 

with the characters/situations; but when you walk out of the movie theatre, you 

suddenly feel lighter, as if a burden has been lifted.] 

o pity—what we feel for those characters/persons who do not deserve their fates 

o fear—what we feel when we realize the universality of the situation: the character is 

like us all and what happened to him/her could happen to us as well  

o prologue—whole section in tragedy that comes before the chorus enters 

o episode—whole section of tragedy between whole choral songs 

o exodus—whole section of tragedy not followed by choral part 

o parados—first whole utterance of the chorus 

o strophe—song during which chorus moves from right to left 

o antistrophe—when chorus retraces its steps exactly, moving from left to right 

o ode—unified strain of exalted lyrical verse, directed to a single purpose and dealing 

  with one theme 

• characteristics of a tragic hero 

o generally highborn 

o must be good 

o must aim at propriety—have good intentions 
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o must be true to life—human 

o must be consistent 

o exhibits tragic flaw or flaws, often 

• hubris—excessive pride 

• âte—rashness 

o experiences a reversal or fall 

o brings about his own downfall (his prideful and/or rash actions lead to his downfall) 

o evokes both pity and fear in audience/reader 

• patterns of diction and imagery in Oedipus 

o plague/disease . . . pollution . . . wasted land . . . infertile . . . incest . . . taboo 

o blindness . . . sight . . . dark . . . light . . . ignorance . . . knowledge/enlightenment 

 


